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Abstract—Seamless wireless connectivity and low latency com-
munication in mobility scenarios are two fundamental require-
ments in the fifth generation networks to effectively cover a
broader range of use cases such as massive machine type
communications and ultra-reliable low-latency communications
for new industrial/potential users, as well as enhanced mobile
broadband for conventional users.

In this paper, we aim at measuring certain key performance
indicators in mobility scenarios, highlighting some practical
inefficiencies that require more careful consideration when de-
signing and enhancing mobility features of 5G networks. We
investigate the round trip time, uplink throughput and the impact
of handover interruption time on these metrics. Our results
are based on three months experiment campaign in a mix of
rural, suburban, and urban environment using the geographically
distributed MONROE platform. Based on the observed discrep-
ancies between measured and standardized LTE performance,
we conclude the paper with a discussion of techniques that may
need more attention for mobility scenarios in fifth generation
mobile networks.

Index Terms—5G Networks, Long Term Evolution, Measure-
ment Analysis, Handover interruption, Latency.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Long-Term Evolution (LTE) and its advanced ver-
sion, LTE-A, has been standardized by the Third Gener-
ation Partnership Project (3GPP) and widely deployed by
major operators around the globe [1]. Having the successful
experience of LTE, fifth generation (5G) wireless network
is being matured and standardized to unlock the ability to
cover a broader range of service types including massive
machine type communications (mMTC) and ultra-reliable low-
latency communications (URLLC) for new industrial/potential
users, as well as enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) for
conventional users [2]. The representative use cases include
remote motion control, road safety, smart/self-driving cars as
well as unmanned areal vehicles, and in many scenarios in
5G networks, a seamless mobility, low latency, and sometimes
uplink throughput are key fundamental requirements. Hence,
the capability to meet these requirements in practice is deemed
more crucial than ever for such services. Therefore, we believe
that already deployed 4G Long Term Evolution (LTE) infras-
tructure, as a road toward 5G, deserves further investigation
to validate if the LTE requirements in mobility scenarios are
met in practice, and if not, investigate whether the current
innovations in 5G and in particular the mobility mechanisms

are enough optimized to alleviate the gaps between the service
requirements and user experience after actual development.

In this paper, we look at the measurements of key per-
formance indicators in mobility scenarios in terms of user
plane latency (Round Trip Time [RTT]) and uplink throughput
which are actively used in the new use cases of 5G networks,
specifically for the road safety and unmanned areal vehicles.
The impact of hard handover (HO) causing extra impairment
on RTT and uplink throughput is accordingly investigated. We
discuss how 5G can be enhanced to address the handover
requirements of mobility scenarios and alleviate its impacts
on the latency and throughput. Our analysis is based on an
extensive measurement campaign of LTE performance in two
mobile network operators in Karlstad, Sweden. The campaign
included three months of mobility measurements onboard pub-
lic transportation (intercity buses) by leveraging an open and
geographically distributed platform called MONROE [3]. We
selected two operators (among three) based on the maximum
network coverage during our experimentation.

The first preliminary experimental study of the LTE mobil-
ity, and specifically HO interruption time (HIT) is presented
in [4]. An extensive analysis of the HIT is investigated in
[5], and a stochastic model for the HIT is extracted via field
test measurements for different urban scenarios. This model
has been extended for massive number of users in high speed
train scenario [6] and its effect on different types of services
are verified via in-lab experiments. The RTT value in mobility
scenario is measured via an exhaustive measurements in [7] for
user and control plane, but the impact of the HO on the RTT
and uplink throughput is not reported. In this paper we not only
quantify the HIT via field measurement but also investigate its
direct impairment on the end to end latency (in terms of RTT)
as well as uplink throughput. In addition, the scope of our
measurement campaign in terms of verifying the individual
operators (and their possible impacts on the requirements),
number of devices (34 mobile Monroe nodes), platform and
scenario areas is unprecedented, to the best of our knowledge.
Specifically, we study two commercial operators covering both
rural, urban, and suburban areas, during three months onboard
the intercity buses at the velocity from 1 to 100 km/h. The
analyzed dataset is also publicly available for the potential
readers.

This paper is organized as follows. First, we describe the
three-month measurement campaign using MONROE platform



Fig. 1. Measurement trajectory along the roads: RSRP values (in dBm and red color) and RTT values (in sec. and blue color) in various geographical
locations.

in section II. Then we give a brief review of the handover
mechanism and its characteristics (in terms of interruption
time and inter-arrival time) for two main Swedish operators
in section III. Then the observations on the RTT and the HO
impairment on the RTT and uplink throughput are presented
and discussed in section IV and V. Then we identify dis-
crepancies and areas for improvement by comparing the LTE
requirements with the observed performance, and discuss how
these issues can be addressed in 5G networks.

II. EXPERIMENT ENVIRONMENT

In this section, we describe the MONROE platform we
use as measurement testbed, and explain the three-month
measurement campaign we conducted in Karlstad, Sweden.

A. Measurement testbed

All experiments leveraged the Monroe Platform [3] that is
an open and distributed platform which allows experiments
on Mobile Broadband (MBB) networks in several European
countries. Each MONROE node integrates a 1GHz 64 bit quad
core processor, 4GB of RAM and a 16GB HDD in a PC
Engines APU single-board computer. It runs a stripped down
version of Debian Linux, with a Docker environment that

allows deploying experiments by selecting the desired nodes,
start time, and execution time through a centralized scheduler.
The MONROE scheduler automates the container distribution
on selected nodes, runs the experiment, and collects the results.
Each MONROE node contains two APUs. The first APU
has two Sierra Wireless MC7455 miniPCI express Cat.6 LTE
modems, while the other has one MC7455 modem and a Wi-Fi
card.

B. Measurement Campaign

Our measurement campaign encompasses mobility scenar-
ios with focus on RTT, uplink throughput and the impact of
the HO on these metrics. In order to measure the RTT, we
deployed a ping experiment on mobile Monroe nodes onboard
34 intercity buses in Värmland, Sweden. Figure 1 highlights
the measurement trajectory along the roads covered by LTE
network. We observed that LTE cells are densely deployed
inside the cities while the roads’ coverage is provided by larger
macrocells. Therefore, larger RSRP values are reported in
urban areas (e.g., Karlstad city with geographical coordinates
59.38, 13.45). The RSRP values vary from -60 dBm (in line of
sight and short distances) to -120 dBm (mainly in rural areas
with larger macro cells covering wider areas). The interesting
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of handover (HO) procedure for a mobile Monroe
node connected to the back-end server at Karlstad University.

point is contentious coverage in all the roads that enable UEs
to be connected to the LTE network across entire geographical
area considered in this study.

Different from well-controlled experimental environments
and even high speed train scenarios (with periodic patterns)
[6], experiments on intercity buses intrinsically contain more
unpredictable variables such as number of onboard and ground
users and bus velocity variations. Therefore, to measure the
uplink throughput and the impact of the HO on the through-
put, we conduct our experiments using one of the mobile
MONROE nodes deployed onboard an intercity transportation
bus (between Karlstad and Filipstad). It has two hours total
driving time covering 100km distance, including urban and
rural areas with intermediate city stops along side the road,
with onboard passengers, connected to the MBB network via
direct LTE links or an onboard Wi-Fi access point. We conduct
our experiments (from December 2017 to February 2018)
using a customized docker container [8] containing RMBT [9]
multi-thread traffic flow generator and run experiments with
four flows in parallel.

III. HANDOVER MECHANISM: INTERRUPTION TIME AND
INTER-ARRIVAL TIME

In this section we briefly review the HO mechanism in
LTE network and highlight its interruption time and frequency

a)

b)

Fig. 3. Complementary Distribution Function (CDF) of Handover Interruption
Time (HIT) and Inter-arrival Time (HIAT) for two main Operators.

(so called HO inter-arrival time) based on the measurement
analysis. Figure 2 shows an schematic view of a HO procedure
from Serving-eNB (S-eNB) to the target-eNB (T-eNB) for
a UE crossing the cell boundaries. According to the LTE-
A radio resource control (RRC) specification [12], the UE
measures the reference symbol received power (RSRP) of the
serving and neighboring cells based on the configuration in
an RRC Connection Reconfiguration message received from
the S-eNB. This message includes a list of measurement
objects regarding the frequency bands to be measured and
a reporting mechanism (i.e., periodic or event-based mech-
anism). In the periodic mechanism, the UE reports the RSRP
value periodically, while in the event-based mechanism, UE
sends the measurement report once a certain event is triggered.
Different types of events (labeled A1 to A6) can be configured
in the RRC Connection Reconfiguration message to trigger
a measurement report for different purposes. Among them,
A2 and A3 events are commonly used for the HO procedure.
An A2 event is used by the UE for inter-frequency HOs to
inform the eNB that the RSRP value of S-eNB is below a
predefined threshold and receive the required measurement
gaps necessary for inter-frequency HOs. An A3 event is used



for reporting the power of received signals from serving and
neighboring eNBs on the same or other configured frequencies.
As shown in Figure. 2, an A3 event happens when the
measured RSRP for neighbor cells (Mn) is larger than for the
serving cell (Ms) up to some offset values (Os and On, for S-
eNB and potential T-eNBs, respectively) and hysteresis value
(H). In other words, Mn + On > Ms + Os + H. The S-eNB
makes the HO decision according to the received measurement
report, and sends information of the T-eNB to the UE through
an RRC Connection Reconfiguration message to start the HO
execution phase over the RACH. We remark that, considering
the onboard UEs experience the similar Ms and Mn values,
the A3 event for all the UEs will be triggered in a short period
of time. This potentially causes a cumbersome signaling in the
HO execution phase over the limited RACH resources. After
a successful RACH, the HO completion phase according to
the type of HO (e.g., intra-eNB, X2, or S1) will be executed.

The HIT is the interval from the time instance when the UE
receives an RRC Connection Reconfiguration message to the
time it sends an RRC Connection Reconfiguration Complete
message to the T-eNB after receiving an uplink grant. It has
been measured using MobileInsight tool [10] on the MONROE
platform for two main operators with the maximum LTE
coverage both in rural and urban areas in Karlstad, Sweden. As
shown in the Figure 3-a the average HIT is more than 20 ms
for both operators, which is a bit longer compared to the values
reported in [5] where the experiments are conducted in dense
urban areas. Figure 3-b highlights the handover frequency and
its inter-arrival time (so-called cell dwelling time) is 35.9s and
28.9 for the two operators, respectively. This means each UE
will experience two HO per minute (on average) which may
cause additional delay to upper layer services and specially
impair the quality of delay sensitive services such as Voice
over IP (VoIP) in legacy LTE network [6] and smart vehicles
in 5G. Note that the small discrepancy between two operators
in terms of HO inter-arrival time is related to the optimization
of the cell deployment and coverage.

IV. HANDOVER IMPACT ON RTT

Figure 4 shows the empirical cumulative distribution func-
tion (CDF) of the end to end user plane latency measured
using fping experiment over the LTE network. The user plane
latency is defined as the RTT of a UDP packet and its
associated acknowledgment from the target layer at the ping
server (located at Karlstad University), assuming the UE is
in connected mode. According to [11] the end to end RTT
target is 20 ms for the user data plane that can be elongated
in case of high cell load and scheduling delay. However in
our experiments wherein the UEs move at sub-urban and rural
areas the measurement results should not be impaired by the
cell load and uplink scheduling delay. However as shown the
average RTT values for the case when UE moves within the
cell are 81.45 and 66.91 ms for operator A and B respectively
and only 20 percent of the measured RTTs are lower than
50 ms. Looking at the RSRP values of the in cell scenario
a low average RSRP value is observed (say -87 and -95

dBm for operator A and B respectively). This relatively poor
coverage can in turn increase the retransmission of the packets
in the PHY layer via HARQ mechanism that deserves further
investigations. However comparing the measured RSRP inside
the cells, operator A provide a superior coverage (12 dBm on
average), therefore, there might be other internal impairments
imposed by the operators on the end to end latency.

In the HO condition operator B increases the HIT that is
correspondent to the measured RSRP values at HO point,
wherein operator A provided a better coverage in terms of
RSRP values compared to the operator B. However, looking
at the measured samples at HO point, a drastic impairment
is observed on the end to end latency (around 50 percent
increased latency in operator A, 100 percent in operator B
compared to the in cell scenario). Since the periodicity of
the ping packets is one second, UEs remain in the connected
mode and hence the control plane latency is not involved in
the measurement. Since the radio part is the same for both
operators and assuming a comparable load between operators,
the evolved packet core architecture and setup beside the
routing policies and equipments impose the major impact on
the user plane latency, as observed by the significant difference
between the two operators (especially when they move from
in cell scenario to the handover point). However the evolved
packet core configuration is complex and not measurable from
user’s prospective. Apart from the reasoning and the root cause
of the difference in latency, this long latency can cause a
severe impairment on delay sensitive services such as road
safety applications, smart vehicles as well as VoIP services
for conventional users. Figure 4-c highlights the impairments
caused by speed of the vehicles. In fact when we move from
low speed scenario (<10kmph) to the higher velocities there
is a increase in RTT at HO point. This can be caused by
impairments of speed on the lower layers (RACH/HO failure).
Therefore, considerations to enhance the handover mechanism
in high mobility scenarios are deemed necessary.

Another point is that HOs are triggered in a wide range of
RSRP values. This can happen for the cases when operator
triggers the HO for load sharing purpose (handover from
lower frequency band to the higher frequency band) among
the cells/eNBs beside the ones triggered by UEs for a better
coverage (handover from a higher frequency band to a lower
frequency band) at cell boundaries.

V. HANDOVER IMPACT ON UPLINK THROUGHPUT

Here we verify the impact of the HO on uplink throughput
that is actively used in the new use cases in 5G networks. We
sampled the uplink throughput for a period of two seconds
at four different positions: when the UE dwells inside the
cell, approaching the cell boundaries, right at handover point,
and after HO in target cell. The basic idea is to decouple
the effect of path loss, poor coverage as well as inter-cell
interference at cell boundaries from impairments caused by
HOs. As is show in Figure 5-a, when a UE moves from
a good link quality to the cell boundaries, uplink through-
put drastically reduces to 50 percent (the average in-cell



Fig. 4. a) Handover Effect on RTT inside the cell and at HO point; b) corresponding RSRP value distribution; c) RTT distribution versus vehicle speed
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Fig. 5. Handover Effect on the Uplink Throughput. a) Throughput seen at client side; b) relative throughput seen at client side



throughput is 4.2 Mbps while the throughput right before/after
HO is 2.5 and 2.7 Mbps respectively). However, there is no
significant throughput reduction before/after handover region
(at cell boundary) compared to the point that handover takes
place (the average throughput at HO point is 2.11 Mbps).
This is a clue revealing that handover does not cause any
significant impact on the throughput (especially in uplink
communication), and the main impairment on the throughput
is originated from poor coverage (namely, path loss) and likely
inter-cell interference that reduce the modulation and coding
scheme (MCS) and decrease the uplink throughput at cell
boundaries. Decoupling the handover interruption time from
other impairments at cell boundaries has not been precisely
investigated in the literatures and the impairments at cell edges
are assumed to be induced in handover induced interruption
[12], [13]. The relative throughput is shown in Figure 5-b
as the difference between the achieved throughput inside the
cell and at handover point. Looking at the relative throughput
we can realize that the relative throughput inside the cell can
be sometimes even less compared to the throughput at cell
boundary and even at handover point. This can be due to the
cell load, delay in uplink scheduling and large-scale fading
(e.g., shadowing and blockage within the cells). Here we can
conclude that although handover interruption time severely
increases the RTT, the impairments caused by HO on the
throughput (especially in uplink) is negligible. In fact handover
interruption time for bulk transmission increases the RTT for
a short period of time (slightly longer network) and this has
a minimum impact on the throughput (compared to the other
severe impairments). Nevertheless, considering the throughput
fluctuations in mobility scenarios, traffic offloading mechanism
[14] among consecutive vehicles (or specifically onboard trains
that is a cascade of carriages) can effectively mitigate the
throughput fluctuations and provide seamless connectivity in
mobility scenarios.

VI. REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS AND ENABLER TECHNIQUES

Although tight requirements are already foreseen by IMT-
Advanced [11] for delay sensitive services such as VoIP
and online gaming, mobility based use cases in 5G network
demand more stringent requirements for end-to-end latency,
throughput as well as seamless mobility as defined by IMT-
2020 [15]. In the following we detail our findings through
extensive measurements, highlighting the discrepancies be-
tween minimum requirements and the user experience in real
life networks and suggesting the technological solutions to
enhance the user experience.

Handover interruption time (HIT): While the LTE net-
work HIT requirement have been met as shown in our ex-
perimentations (on average 25ms < 49ms HIT requirement),
network vendors and providers ambitiously look for zero ms
HIT both in 4G and 5G networks. To gain such seamless con-
nectivity different techniques can be proposed such as make-
before-break (MBB), Random-Access-Channel (RACH)-less
handover and combination of these techniques with condi-
tional HOs. The MBB mechanism needs dual radio system to

simultaneously communicate with serving and target cells (can
be affordable for smart vehicles industry). The synchronized
RACH-less handover is a promising solution for new-radio
wherein cell size is small and timing advances are negligible.
It offers significant reductions in the data connectivity inter-
ruption time at each handover, no need for random access
in the target cell, and reduced overall handover execution
time. It is worthwhile to mention that splitting the digital unit
(DU) and central unit (CU) in 5G network can increase the
handover preparation delay and needs further investigations.
Although it does not directly influence the HIT but latency in
handover preparation phase can in turn increase the handover
failure rate due to too late handover. Self optimizing network
(SON) functions (e.g., mobility robustness) can be leveraged
to foresee such delays and reduce the handover failures by
adapting the mobility related parameters.

End-to-end latency: The IMT-advanced set a 10ms one-
way latency for a single UE in an unloaded scenario over radio
link to reach the base station and the RTT will be 20ms over
the radio link. However, additional latency in the core network
and even the server location can augment the RTT to multiple
times larger than the expected requirements of different service
types. In 5G networks the concept of distributed cloud can be
leveraged to bring the services to the network edge (possibly
to the gNBs) and mitigate the latency caused in the core
network. As a further improvement, a new flexible 5G frame
structure can be tailored to efficiently support UEs with diverse
service requirements and particularly for URLLC service type
by leveraging a flexible multiplexing of users on a shared
channel with allocation of the transmission time interval (TTI).
In addition, conditional HO may not directly alleviate the
handover interruption time but it increases the robustness
and hence alleviates handover failure rate which in turn can
mitigate the mobility related impairment on the end-to-end
latency.

Uplink throughput: Regarding the IMT-advanced require-
ments for 4G networks, the current expectation is met in terms
of uplink throughput. Note that the average uplink throughput
inside the cell is apparently limited by the operator, and there-
fore the available bandwidth provided by the LTE radio link
is not achieved by UE. In this regard, separation of user and
control plane which allows UE to opportunistically use higher
frequency bands for data plane (while the lower frequency
bands may be used for control plane) can be an enabler mech-
anism to improve the uplink data rate opportunistically and
whenever possible. The SON based mobility load balancing
has been already successfully employed and tested in 4G
networks. It can be another promising solution to efficiently
utilize the radio resources for uplink, in particular in the
high loaded scenarios. However, load balancing mechanism
is not yet standardized in 5G-NR and further investigations is
required for 5G random access network (5G-RAN) wherein
both LTE and NR are interconnected.



VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, using the first open and geographically dis-
tributed platform (called MONROE) we measured the key
performance metrics in mobility scenario and unveiled some
practical inefficiencies of mobility features of LTE network as
a road toward 5G. We measured the Round Trip Time (RTT),
uplink throughput and the impact of handover (HO) interrup-
tion time (HIT) on these metrics. Our results unveiled although
handover interruption time severely increases the RTT, the
impact on the throughput (especially in uplink) is negligible. In
fact handover interruption time for bulk transmission increases
the RTT for a short period of time (namely slightly longer
network) and this has a minimum impact on the throughput,
compared to the other severe impairments such as path loss,
poor cell coverage at boundaries and inter-cell interference.

Overall, with our experimentations by MONROE platform,
we can conclude that the current LTE technology is able
to meet the IMT-Advanced service requirements in a real
life network while the requirements for 5G networks and
specifically URLLC needs huge effort to be achieved in NR.
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